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Year 3 Learning Journey
PE:

This term, children will continue to
Science:
French:

develop their game-play through a

During the spring term, we will be looking

This term, the children will be
continuing
to
develop
their
vocabulary
and
basic
French
grammar knowledge. They will be
learning colours, body parts, clothes
and all about food. They will be
focusing on forming sentences both
orally and written with the correct
order of nouns and adjectives. They
will also begin to learn French
phonics with actions to match the
phonemes and graphemes.

at plants and their life cycle. We will

series of football lessons. In addition

Computing:

to this, they will get a taste for

investigate the different parts of the
plant

and

look

at

the

stages

different team-building and

of

germination and pollination.

orienteering challenges in OAA lessons.

We will use equipment and seeds to

For their indoor lessons, children will

investigate how plants use nutrients and

understand more about the game of

what specific parts of the plant do.

dodgeball as well as explore different
ideas and emotions through dance.

Music:
In Year 3, we will be beginning to learn how to play a
woodwind instrument – the ocarina. We will be developing our
fine motor skills and breath control, and will be reading nonstandard written music. The children will also learn about
how to practise an instrument, and why it is important to
improve on our skills and knowledge a little bit every time we
play.

During the spring term, Year 3 pupils will be
learning about how the internet connects
them. They will learn about the internet and
what is can be used for. This will include
learning about different software that allows

RE:

them to go online as well as efficient use of

In year 3, we will be continuing to

the internet to find out information about a

look at features of churches and

given topic.

how the inside of churches vary
depending on the time of year. We
will also be learning about the
Easter story and

why this

important to Christians.

is

PSHE:
In the spring term we will be looking at
what it means to be part of a
community. We will look at the benefits
of diversity and the presence of
stereotypes and how to combat these.

